Insta Shelf (3210) and Insta Pipe Rack (4000c) Installation Guide

ConEX+RA brackets and pipe racks allow you to maximize the usable space inside your shipping container quickly and easily. The brackets and racks provide immense shelf space and rigid stock storage without interfering with valuable floor space. Our brackets and racks pay for themselves in labour saving the first time they are used. Think of the savings achieved when they are used over and over again.

Simple Assembly

1. **Hang Brackets**
   Insert shelving bracket hangers into container's D-Ring

2. **Insert Stabilizers**
   Insert stabilizer member into the stabilizer receiver.

3. **Install Shelf Boards**
   Take two same size boards and line them up with each other. Place them side-by-side evenly across the braces. Form an upside down V with the boards then press into place. This locks the boards into their shelf bracket.

   **Shelf ready to use in under 2 minutes!**
   **Pipe racks in less!**

*Products may not be exactly as shown